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INSECTICIDE ExPERIMENTS FOR THE SAN .JosE S c ALE. 
The Statfl Entomologist of Illinois, Dr. S. A. Forbes, has pub-
lished, as Bulletins 71 and 72 of the Illinois Ex:periment Station, im-
portant papers on ·~Experiments with !I).secticides for the San Jose 
Scale.'' These articles contain a report of the resultg of a series of 
careful field experiments made with a solution of lime, sulphur and 
salt, commonly known as the·~ California wash,, and a similar solution 
of lime, sulphur and blue vitriol, the so-called" Oregon wash.,, These 
experimellts wera made · near Summerfield, Madison -county, Illinois, 
during the latter part of March, 1902, on peach, and apple-trees infested 
by the San Jo3e scale. As it has been commonly reported that the 
efficiency of these insecticides is destroyed by rains, trees sprayed with 
them were subsequently thoroughly wet several times with water at the 
rate of fifteen to thirty gallons per tree each time, other tree.s being 
lefb as checks without water treatment. The operatjon was so con-
ducted as to test the effect of rains and to compare the values of the 
two washes under all the conditions represented in the experiment. 
Bulle-tin 71 gives the results as they appeared March 25, three weeks. 
after the experiment began, and Bulletin 72, a sequel to the above, 
brings the report down to ·May 12, when a final examination of the 
condition of the experimental trees was made. 
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As a general result, it appears that the washes were about equal 
in efficiency, the California wash acting a little more slowly than 
the Oregon wash, and being a little more susceptible to a retardation 
of its action by rain. Both proved, however, to be practically 
complete insecticides, extremely few scales remaining alive on the 
twelfth of May, nine weeks after the trees were spraytd. From careful 
examinations of many thousand scales, it .appears that more than 99 per 
cent. of those alive at the beginning of the experiment were dead at 
theend of this period. -
In the second of these bulletins a comparison is made between the 
effects of these washes and that of the ord-inary solution of whale oil 
soap, two pounds to the gallon of water All are highly effective 
insecticides, but the number of scales per thousand still living 
nine weeks after treatment on trees sprayed with whal~ oil soap. was 
something more than twice as great as -that on those treated with the 
lime and sulphur washes. 
In cost the latter have -a great abvantage over most insecticides 
hitherto used for the San Jose scale. In these experiments the materials 
for the washes cost $1.12 per hundred gallons and for the whale .oil 
soap solution, $6.50 for the same quantity. 
